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Commentary: Organizations are struggling to secure IT, with a number of new developer-focused products hitting the market. Check out this guide for the best developer-centric security products. It's not that developers aren't interested in security - it's that security has historically not been interested in developers. Or rather, that security technologies like LDAP, JWT, OAuth, etc.
are not built with developers in mind and make it harder, rather than easier, for developers to implement strong security in the applications they build. As analyst Stephen O'Grady wrote, security implementation is often seen as merely unsexy work at best and more likely to be boring and unfortunate. To exacerbate this fact, it's not as if developers are no longer busy with other
needs about their time, from managing last-minute feature requests (at the top of countless planned features), so time for critical bug fixes, tuning performance, etc. And yet the future of developer-driven security finally looks bright, as software makers increasingly offer tools that serve developers. From HashiCorp to Snyk, we're finally seeing security embrace the development
department, and it couldn't have come at a better time. The winning formula for security security was already difficult, and the crown virus epidemic made it difficult. The district's defense of IT traditionally used to keep corporate data safe has been breaking, but has become porously incorrrible if workers shifted to work-from-home agreements en masse. With unsecured network
access through a significant increase in personal laptops phishing attempts, WFH has become a euphomism of welcome for hackers. SEE: Identity theft protection policy (TechRepublic Premium) Pair this with a world that has traditionally treated security or as a bolt-on afterthought or something my information security team worries about, and it's not hard to divine why enterprise
security remains a bit of a mess. Couple this increased expectation that developers will shoulder more responsibility for security (fiddling with VPC settings and futzing the security groups of cloud infrastructure, for example), and the mess has the potential to be much messier. For this reason, O'Grady's comments, written in programming languages in mind, help frame what needs
to happen - and increasingly happen - in security products: [S]ecurity is generally seen as ... unsexy work is the best case scenario and is more likely to be both boring and miserable. However, as businesses increasingly switch to digital-based models, the importance of security for application development is skyrocketing. The importance of security even though it will never be
something that most developers get excited about and want to spend cycles on. However, if a language is able to if only to protect developers from certain this is an increasingly attractive feature – especially if it doesn't require too many compromises. Built-in security with little compromise... That sounds like a winning formula. The best developer-focused security products are this
and that movement is growing. Co-founder of Honeycomb and CTO Charity Majors expressed: There's a small but tough wave of startups that apply product and design acumen to terrible background problems. Construction products for engineers... It's like they're human. Such Consumer-quality developer tools, he went on to say, acknowledge both the seriousness of the problem
and humanity (and the time) of installing people in the software: I love vim. We all love our tools. But there are steep learning curves and cognitive limitations, and when trying to work the last thing you need is to be fishing for flags and syntax and magic options. The next wave of developer tools will be tools to get out of your way and help you solve business problems across your
brain, without having to devote your life to learning that first. The unsexy world of security tools is just now sexy, in other words. Or maybe it's the right thing to do. SEE: Zero trust security: A cheat sheet (free PDF) (TechRepublic) So who has this right? While not a comprehensive list, some of the best companies that make it relatively easy for developers to implement strong
security: oso: An open source policy engine for licensing, oso represents security as code, so developers can express security as a natural extension of applications; HashiCorp Vault makes it easy to secure, store, and control access to tokens, passwords, certificates, and encryption keys to protect private keys and other sensitive data using a user interface, CLI, or HTTP API;
Snyk enables developers to easily build security into their ongoing development process and offer vulnerabilities in open source projects and containers; Sqreen: Application security by automation (Sqreen article is covered in this TechRepublic article); Smallstep: Full workflow for single sign-on SSH; and semmle (acquired by GitHub): A code analytics platform that helps teams
find zero days and automate variant analysis. For these and other developer-oriented security products to work, they must fit into the developer's natural workflow (including the device chain they prefer). They need great documentation, a consumer-wide experience (following Majors advice), open source (not always, but developers still love open source materials even in the
cloud age), robust APIs, and so on. If that sounds too much, it's not. It simply requires that security be considered part of the application development process - i.e. that the developer and not as an afterthought that someone else will handle. This also means that the sale of such products includes, well, less sales. You don't sell developer security on the golf course. You sell it in
the documents and in the Demos. You sell, in other words, simply by providing security in a natural, built-in part of the development process; something that developers love too. This is what good safety practice looks like here. Disclosure: I work for AWS, but these views are mine and do not reflect those of my employer. Strengthen your organization's IT security security with the
latest cybersecurity news, solutions, and best practices. Delivered on Tuesdays and Thursdays Sign up today to continue to see three areas of human development that begin in infre middle age and continue to develop over a lifetime. In many ways, it can be seen as the body, mind and soul of a person. Biological territory Biological development, also known as physical
development, is the most obvious area. This is evident in bodily changes, the m ripening process and external growth. This is an area of human development when physical strength is built up, a sense of balance is learned, coordination develops, and motor skills develop. Within the biological area, the five senses of vision, taste, hearing, touch and smell are also formed. Many
changes spread over the years from infancy to toddler stages, and teen years into adulthood. Within adulthood, the slower progression of biological development varies from young adulthood to middle age and older years. The cognitive domain of the cognitive domain is the mental part of the developmental process that goes into the brain. Each person develops at an individual's
own pace, so no two people develop at exactly the same pace. This cognitive development process involves thinking, learning and language skills. The mind learns to store the memory of thoughts and experiences and then recall those memories. Cognitive development also involves creativity and imagination. The ability to perceive the environment and the environment develops
within this area. Much of the development in this range is made up to the age of 11. However, a phase of cognitive development continues to evolve into adulthood. The mind grows like the body because it never stops learning. Psychosocial domain The psychosocial field is the development of social skills and emotions. This is how a person feels internally as reflected in external
social relationships. This is where a person's personality forms, although some temperament traits are innate due to genetics. Building friendships and relationships and learning how to interact with others falls into this category. A person develops feelings, self-esteem and how to get along with others. A person develops to recognize the feelings of others and to feel empathy.
Social skills enable communication, community involvement and reconciliation with others in school and work environments. Biopsychosocial Development Wrap all three areas together and psychologists refer to it as biopsychosocial development. development process, but influence each other and depend on each other. Nutrition and environmental stimulation play a role at all
stages of development. If a person does not receive adequate food and nutrients, biological development will be affected. This, in turn, can affect cognitive development and the psychosocial range. A healthy lifestyle with nutrition and environmental effects like exercise can greatly affect the changes in adulthood. Aging progresses faster for a person who neglects their bodies. The
opposite is true for a person who eats healthy foods, receives the necessary vitamins and nutrients and exercises regularly. The physical aspects also reflect the social and emotional areas that when a person feels good they are more likely to interact with the social environment. This person also has greater cognitive abilities and thought processes. Processes.
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